
To start with, I quickly sketched out different layout possibilities 
across the site to see where the care takers home, the family’s home 
and the workshop would work together across the site and their 
relation to the garden spaces. 

The plan with the star on top was the idea I choose to develop 
further, where I was inspired by old traditional Syrian houses where 
the house corners the garden, I thought I could use this concept to 
create separate gardens for the family and the care taker.

The second point I wanted to make was to place the buildings on a 
hill/ slope as I though this will allow sunlight onto each buildings/ 
courtyard. Additionally, I wanted use balconies/ form a pathway 
that connects all the buildings together.
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When I moved onto AutoCAD I began thinking about how I’m going to 
transfer my previous design into having multiple courtyards divided by a 
corridor that would be the main point of circulation around both houses 
and the workshop.

Therefore, I pushed the workshop backwards and began alternating the 
different ways I can form different courtyards, in this working process 
plan, I was trying to produce a front and back garden effect but I found 
the caretakers front garden to be too small and the way I’ve changed the 
shape of the caretakers house made the interior smaller which  wasn’t 
convenient.

Further, I initially thought Eileen’s workshop was only for sculptor work 
hence why It’s not very spacious, but after revisiting the brief I found 
that her workshop is also for carpentry work and needs to be  directly 
accessible for the council, therefore, I need modify her workshop to fit it’s 
purpose.
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Second proposal
- Sections

Section cut showing the 
east side of the house.

Section cut showing the 
west side of the house.



1:100 MODEL

After making the model, I’ve noticed a few issues 
that required resolving:

-The garden/ outside spaces are too small.
-There are no shared spaces between the caretaker 

and the family.
-The roof space above the caretakers home is very 
reachable but its inaccessible making it a wasted 
space that I could use more efficiently, therefore 

I decided to move the workshop above the 
caretakers home in future iterations.



Project 2
Site strategy collage

- Focus is on the concept of having multiple closes that form zones/ a threshold between 
paths from the main road into the path that leads to the residents specific home.

- Focus is on how closes can be used as a way to connect different spaces together/ act as a 
corridor that redirects people from one space to another.
- I’ve increased the open space as I wanted to form a sense of a village/ community where 
people know and interact with each other.



Site strategy 
- Sketches

Following the site strategy collages I’ve decided that my site strategy will focus on forming closes that draw out / control the circulation around the site and 
direct residents into main open spaces.

 I also wanted to create flowing paths between the closes to create easy access from one zone/close to the other, to create the sense of a private village/ 
community.



Site strategy 
- Plan proposals
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-This focuses on closes that enclose different green spaces, creating a zone for each 
close.
-There are also openings/ paths that connect the closes and green spaces together 
allowing flow. 

- This design focuses on the circulation of people around the site, the 
narrowing produced by the housing forms pathways which give a sense 
of direction and the circular green areas further encourage the flow 
between spaces.
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Site 3D drawing

This is a 3D drawing of the previous section, it 
shows the volume of the site, It also gives me an 

idea of the space across the site and how my design 
proposal would fit into some of the space.



Here I’ve attempted to create a sun diagram that only focused on the light that will be coming/ covering my design proposal 
as I wanted to briefly have an idea on how successful my layout is in terms of receiving and allowing light to penetrate existing 
buildings. From this diagram my design appears to be working to the extent I was hoping for.
This section corresponds to plan A and investigates the different layering across the site that I could do to allow light onto the site 
and proposed buildings.Summer sun

54 degrees

Winter sun
20 degrees

Section proposal 1



After creating the sun digram I’ve noticed that this isn’t successful in-terms of light getting into the proposed buildings, perhaps if I had mirrored the buildings 
where the height accelerates rather than descends it would’ve worked better ; However,  the reason I made it ascending is for the green space below the buildings 

to get the maximum light possible, where in winter it works, but not so much in summer, where it’s mostly sunny in summer. 

However, the different amounts of light reaching each point in the ground green space could have different purposes that could use shade, e.g.  the brightest 
points would be for plants/ greens etc, then a playing ground, then spaces filled with benches to enjoy the fresh air meanwhile the rooftop gardens will be the 

main green space for each household.

Summer sun
54 degrees

Winter sun
20 degrees

Section proposal 3



After investigation what’s successful and what 
requires improvement on each of the sections I’ve 
made I have decided to create buildings with a 
‘transparent’ effect where the red parts are floors on 
houses that I’ve pushed together to create balconies 
which are labelled in green, these would allow light 
to get through the gaps made by the balconies into 
the space behind the buildings.

The balconies between the two houses could be a 
shared space to create a relation between neighbours

This also allows houses to have side windows in 
areas that normally would’ve just been blocked by 
the wall they share with their neighbours, therefore 
this allows more light inside the houses too.

View in section

Thinking process 
sketches



This section corresponds to plan A, where the circle creates an exterior walking place, but then 
the actual space within the circle has a different purpose, the steps form different threshold 
spaces, the first level is a track that runs around the circle for running and cycling, meanwhile, 
the top part is a playground/ park. 
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